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Penguin Books, 2014. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+
Customer Service! Summary: " The Mathematician's Shiva is a delight.[Rojstaczer] delivers a smart,
funny debut novel about family dynamics, the immigrant experience and the elegance of
mathematics." San Jose Mercury-News " The Mathematician's Shiva is for everyone.Optimistic and
funny." Boston Herald "A wryly funny coming-of-middle-age story.[and] a fresh look at family,
genius, and the Jewish Eastern European immigrant experience." The Bellingham Herald "Poignant
and hilarious.A gripping, ground-breaking, intelligent novel, sure to become a book club
favorite.and to be recommended by librarians and booksellers for years to come." The Wisconsin
Jewish Chronicle "A hugely entertaining debut." Publishers Weekly "An enjoyable
debut.distinguished by a fluid, lyrical style." Kirkus "There are rock stars; then there are math stars.
Apparently, both have their groupies, and this debut novel may win Rojstaczer a few.[His] tale
maintains a satisfying balance between humor and warmth." Booklist "A brilliant and compelling
family saga full of warmth, pathos, history, and humor, not to mention a cast of delightfully quirky
characters, and a math lesson or two; all together, a winning equation! When Rojstaczer writes
about mathematics, you''d think he was writing about poetry." Jonathan Evison...
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am just happy to explain how this is the very best
ebook i actually have read within my individual existence and could be he finest book for ever.
-- Cydney Hand-- Cydney Hand

Excellent e-book and useful one. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Pasquale Klocko-- Pasquale Klocko
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